As you move through your Comic-Con@Home experience, keep your eyes out for ways you can complete these 10 achievements. Cut out each achievement as you complete them and place them on your score board to acquire the title of Comic-Con@Home Super Fan!

ACHIEVEMENTS

- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: @Home Artists' Alley Supporter
- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: Snacked at The Hospitality Suite
- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: Participated in Cosplay @Home
- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: @Home Small Press Supporter
- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: Visited the Virtual Exhibit Hall
- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: Joined an Anime Watch-Along
- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: @Home Artists’ Alley Supporter
- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: Visited the Art Show on Tumblr
- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: Comic-Con YouTube Subscriber
- ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED: Official Comic-Con@Home Gamer
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